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Abstract
We give a new geometrical interpretation of the

well-known algebraic trilinear constraints used in mo-
tion analysis from three views observation. We show
that those algebraic equations correspond to depth er-
rors appropriately weighted by a function of the rel-
ative reliability of the corresponding measurements.
Therefore directly minimizing the algebraic trilinear
equations, in the least squares sense, is a strategy that
works well for estimating motion. In addition, we
propose a new scheme for recovering the scale factor
for motion estimation that is very insensitive to input
noise. All our theoretical statements are supported by
experimental results.
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1 Introduction
Motion analysis has attracted lots of attention in

the computational vision community. In recent years,
multiple views analysis has become a main stream of
the research. The trilinear constraints are now con-
sidered the fundamental equations for motion analysis
from three views. The associated tensor (called trifo-
cal tensor) has already been extensively studied and
its properties are described in a whole body of litera-
ture [9, 11, 6, 2, 14, 8].

However, as algebraic equations, the trilinear con-
straints do not have obvious geometrical interpreta-
tions. In a noiseless case, the algebraic equations are
exactly satisfied for all the scene points. In presence
of noise however, the residual error generated by the
constraint equations may vary dramatically from point
to point. In that sense, each point carries its reliability
that should be appropriately accounted for when build-
ing the cost function to minimize. The philosophy is
similar to applying appropriate weights to the differ-
ent observation points. If the weights are not chosen
properly, it is very likely that the best estimation will
not be achieved. In that sense, one may think that pure
algebraic constraints, taken in a least squares fashion,
are not reliable to use. However in practice, trilinear
constraints do give satisfying estimation results with-
out additional weighting coefficients. The fundamen-
tal goal of this paper is to provide a geometrical inter-

pretation of the trilinear constraints that naturally ex-
plains this fact.

We revisit the trilinear constraints from the 3D
structure depth viewpoint and show that they are natu-
rally weighted constraints enforcing depth equivalence
of the points in space. A clear geometrical interpre-
tation of the weight function is presented. We show
theoretically as well as experimentally that standard
trilinear algebraic cost is almost equivalent to the op-
timal depth matching cost. The extension of the work
to the uncalibrated sequence is also given. This pro-
vides a practical explanation of why pre-normalizing
the point coordinates [5, 6] is useful for better estima-
tion performances using trilinear constraints. In addi-
tion, we propose a reliable scale propagation scheme
that is very insensitive to the noise in the point coordi-
nates.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and
3 give the background and bring up the main problem
that this paper tries to solve. The geometrical inter-
pretation follows in the next section. In section 5 the
scale propagation scheme is proposed. Experiments
are reported in section 6. We briefly extend the work
to the uncalibrated case in section 7 and followed by
the conclusion.

2 Notation and Background
We adopt the tensorial notations for trilinearities

as the literature in multiple views analysis usually
does. The coordinates of a point are specified with
superscript and named contravariant vector, i.e.,u =[u1; u2; : : : ]. An element in the dual space is called
a covariant vector and represented by subscripts, i.e.,l = [l1; l2; : : : ]. In a similar manner, a notationaij de-

notes a matrix, the triply indexed quantitiesT jki are
named trifocal tensors. We use the usual covariant-
contravariant summation convention: any index re-
peated in covariant and contravariant forms implies a
summation over the range of index values, i.e.,uili =u1l1 + u2l2 + : : :+ unln.

The three dimensional space is represented as the
3D projective spaceP3. A pointP in Euclidean space
with coordinates[X;Y; Z] is represented by homoge-
neous 4-vectorx = [X;Y; Z; 1]T . Similarly, the im-
age plane is regarded as the 2D projective spaceP2



and points on the image are represented by homoge-
neous 3-vector coordinatesu = [u1; u2; 1]T . The ho-
mogeneous property in the projective space (see [1])
means that multiplying the vector with any nonzero
scale factor represents the same vector in the space.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we enforce the
last element of the vector to be1 in bothP3 andP2 so
that the other elements exactly represent coordinates
in Euclidean space. Nevertheless, for notation conve-
nience, we will still keep a three vector parameteriza-
tion for points on the image plane:u = [u1; u2; u3 =1]T ,

In projective space, the perspective projection of
points inP3 onto the image planeP2 can be described
as a linear transformation by a3� 4 matrixM :�u =Mx = Kgx (1)

whereM is decomposed into a product of a3�3 cam-
era matrixK (an upper diagonal matrix containing the
intrinsic camera parameters) and a3�4 transformation
matrix g that represents the rigid body transformation
between the world frame and the camera frame. This
transformation may be written asg = [R; T ] whereR
is a rotation matrix, andT a translation vector. Ob-
serve that the scalar� is the Euclidean depth ofP if
both vectorsu andx have their last coordinates nor-
malized to1.

Let us consider the projective images of 3 views,
and letM , M 0

and M 00
be the associated projec-

tion matrices. A pointP of coordinatesx in spaceP3 will be observed on the three views at positions�u = Mx; �0u0 = M 0x and�00u00 = M 00x. It is
well known that in an uncalibrated image sequence if
we allow the camera matrices to be arbitrary, the scene
can only be reconstructed up to a 3D projective trans-
formation. Therefore, without loss of generality, we
may assumeM = [I; 0] (as in [6]). In the calibrated
case, that assumption corresponds to choosing the first
camera reference frame as world frame. In addition,
for the sake of simplicity, we denote the components
of M 0 by M 0 = [a;v0] = [aij ; v0i] (a is the3 � 3
left minor andv0 is the fourth column ofM 0) andM 00 = [b;v00] = [bij ; v00i] respectively.

From the image projections of a pointP onto
three viewsu;u0;u00, one derives a total of 9 trilin-
ear constraints corresponding to all possible choices
of (i; j; l;m) [6, 11, 2]:E1ijlm = ukLijlmk = 0 (2)Lijlmk = u0iu00mT jlk � u0ju00mT ilk�u0iu00lT jmk + u0ju00lT imk1 � i < j � 3 1 � l < m � 3
where the trifocal tensorT jki = ajiv00k � v0jbki . The
trilinear cost functionsE1ijlm and the intermediate
termsLijlmk are conveniently defined here for future
address.

3 Normalization
In real image sequences, due to noise on the im-

age coordinate measurements, Eq.(2) will not be ex-
actly satisfied for all the points. The state-of-art tech-
niques to minimize the residue errors are taken at two
steps: estimate the trifocal tensorsT jki first and then
retrieveM 0;M 00 from the tensors. The 27 coefficients
of trifocal tensors are not arbitrary but satisfying a set
of algebraic and geometric constraints. These con-
straints allow to parameterize the tensors with mini-
mal 18 parameters [3, 8, 14, 4]. Also,M 0;M 00 be-
long to a family of homographies spanned with 3 de-
gree of freedom and cannot be uniquely determined
from the tensors [10, 13], therefore we have to enforce
certain constraints to retrieve the projection matricesM 0;M 00. The properties of these quantities and de-
tails of these constraints are not the main concern in
this paper, we recommend the readers to check the ref-
erences if interested. Here we generally describe the
constraints forT jki andM 0;M 00 asST andSM re-
spectively. The standard linear method to identify the
unknowns is [6, 4, 3]:fT jki g� = arg minT jki 2ST XP Xijlm(E1ijlm)27�! fM 0;M 00g� 2 SM (3)

The term
PP means sum over all the pointsP.

Most of the quantities appearing in this paper are func-
tions of the pointsP, we don’t bother to specify it in
their expressions. ObviouslyE1 is linear with respect
to T jki and has simpler form. Such linear algorithm
achieved satisfying results. However, there is a basic
question that has not yet been addressed in the litera-
ture: normalization. It’s well known thatE1 is not a
normalized cost function for all the pointsP, its ge-
ometrical interpretation has yet not been established.
A geometrically meaningful cost function is the error
measured on the image plane after reprojection [14, 3]:
SinceLijlmk ; k = 1; 2; 3 with any admissible choice of(ijlm) is actually a projection of a line which goes
through the pointP in space onto the view1 image
plane, the cost function will be the algebraic distance
betweenu and this line:E2ijlm = E1ijlmq(Lijlm1 )2 + (Lijlm2 )2 (4)

On the image plane,E2 is normalized and equally
fair to all the points. However, unfortunately it is
complicated and not linear asE1 is. We notice
that E1 differs from E2 only by the weight termq(Lijlm1 )2 + (Lijlm2 )2. However, this weight term
varies from point to point. The interesting question
rises: why practically does the unnormalized but sim-
ple and linear cost functionE1 give satisfying results?

In the following four sections, we are going to as-
sume the camera is calibrated, that is,M 0 = g0;M 00 =



g00 andu;u0;u00 are normalized coordinates. The ex-
tension to the uncalibrated sequence will be briefly
discussed in Section7.

4 Geometrical Interpretation of
Trilinear Constraint

Instead of investigating the problem from the 2 di-
mensional image plane point of view, we revisit the
trilinear constraint from the 3 dimensional structure
viewpoint, and reach the interpretation forE1ijlm and
also the answer to the question of its performance.

Claim 1: The trilinear constraint Eq.(2) is a weighted
depth matching constraint with a geometrically inter-
preted weight function.

Consider two pairs of views, (1,2) and (1,3), let us
call �a the depth of the pointP in view1 frame as re-
constructed from the first pair, and�b from the sec-
ond pair. When there is no noise of course�a = �b.
SinceM = [I; 0], we can write the point position asx = [�auT ; 1]T . Substituting this expression into the
second projective function gives:�0u0 =M 0x = [a;v0][�auT ; 1]T (5)

The depth of the pointP in these first 2 views,�a
and�0

, can be estimated by the triangulation:24a1kuk �u01a2kuk �u02a3kuk �u0335��a�0 � = �24v01v02v0335 (6)

The similar triangulation equation can be written if
we consider the motion between view1 and view3:24b1kuk �u001b2kuk �u002b3kuk �u00335 ��b�00� = �24v001v002v00335 (7)

Considering all 3 views together, we may enforce
the depth of the point to be identical now after trian-
gulating it by either pair of views:E3 = �a � �b = 0 (8)

Eq.(8) is called a depth matching constraint. We
are very aware that such depth constraint in3D space
is not the optimal one for motion estimation compar-
ing to the other pure geometrical constraints, neither
is the linear method shown in Eq.(6) and (7) for trian-
gulation [7]. However, from the probability viewpoint,
we can modify the constraint to be the most reasonable
and reliable one by enforcing the probabilistically op-
timal weight as shown later in Eq.(12). The interpre-
tation of the trilinear constraints will be based on this
viewpoint.

Each triangulation set has 3 equations, one of them
is redundant. Therefore, taking any two (i,j) from

Eq.(6) and any two (l,m) from Eq.(7) to calculate�a
and�b, we have the depth matching equation:0 = E3ijlm = N�aD�a � N�bD�b (9)= �u0j �u0i� �v0iv0j���u0j u0i� �aikukajkuk� � hu00m �u00li � v00lv00m�h�u00m u00li � blkukbmk uk�

For convenienceN�a ; D�a denote the numerator
and denominator of the formula of�a here, similar
notation for�b. By multiplying the product of the two
denominatorsD�aD�b on both sides of Eq.(9), we get
exactly the trilinear constraint shown in Eq.(2). That
is: E1ijlm = E3ijlmD�aD�b = 0
Therefore, the trilinear cost functionE1ijlm is from
the depth matching costE3ijlm weighted by the factor:!triijlm = D�aD�b (10)

The importance of the weight!tri (subscript ’tri’
represents ’trilinear’) only depends on its absolute
value. Therefore, we can always enforce the same sign
onD�a andD�b so that!tri takes positive value. To
examine the geometrical meaning of!tri, let us first
look atD�a . The vectorau transformsu from view1
into view2 so that it is represented in the same coor-
dinate frame as the vectoru0. Taking their(i; j) com-
ponents is equivalent to projecting the vectors onto thei� j plane (for example,1� 3 is theX �Z plane) in
the view2 frame. Consequently, the depth is estimated
from a 2D triangle by projecting the 3D structure tri-
angle onto thisi� j plane to get rid of one redundant
equation. Without considering the order of three axis,
we can describe these projected vectors in the view2
as:u02 = �u0i u0j 0� andu2 = �aikuk ajkuk 0�.
The value ofD�a is exactly the norm of the cross prod-
uct of these two projected vectors:jD�a j = �����u0j u0i� �aikuk ajkuk�T ���

(11)= ku02� u2k = ku02kku2k sin �
Where� is the angle between vectorsu02 andu2. Since
we project the structure triangle onto thei � j plane,
Eq.(11) contains both the 3D structure triangle infor-
mation and the goodness of the choice ofi � j as the
projection plane. If the projection is ill-conditioned,
e.g. i � j is perpendicular to the 3D triangle plane,
the 3D triangle will be projected only as a line andD�a will go to zero. If the projected triangle keeps the
shape of the 3D triangle,ku02k andku2k have reason-
able values, then the angle� will represent the con-
fidence of the triangulation. The termsin � changes



from 0 to 1 while the directions of two vectorsu02 andu2 change from collinear to perpendicular. Intuitively
the more collinear the two vectors are, the more ill-
conditioned the depth triangulation is. ConsequentlyD�a is closer to zero by Eq.(11) and a smaller weight!tri will be added for this feature point. Same inter-
pretation can be applied on the effect ofD�b to !tri.
In the 2 view case, Spetsakis and Aloimonos [12] had
similar intuitive observation that the algebraic epipolar
constraint is naturally weighted by a function of points
reliability in the scene.

Claim 2: The weight!tri is an approximately optimal
weight function for the depth matching constraint.

Let us model the feature localization noise on the
image plane as a Gaussian distributionNu(0; �2u). The
variance of the triangulation for each point with pro-
jected planes(i � j); (l �m) can be derived and de-
noted as�2�a(ij) and�2�b (lm). According to Eq.(9),

the cost functionE3ijlm has the variance:�2E3ijlm = �2�a(ij) + �2�b(lm)
This variance encodes the reliability of the depth

triangulation and matching. Therefore, from proba-
bility viewpoint, the constraint should be optimally
weighted by1=�E3ijlm to recover the motion param-
eters:fM 0;M 00g� = arg minM 0;M 002SMXP Xijlm E3ijlm�E3ijlm!2!optijlm = 1�E3ijlm = 1q�2�a (ij) + �2�b (lm) (12)

To show the relationship between trilinear weight!tri and the optimal weight!opt, we need to inves-
tigate first howD� reflects the term1�� in the linear
triangulation. In order to clarify this issue, we make
a few approximations. The 2D projected triangulation
that illustrates the trilinear constraint is shown in Fig1.u0,u andT represent the projected vector ofu0, au
andv0 on the plane. The depth triangulation equation
is �0u0 = �u + T . u0 andu are assumed to be unit
length for all features. If(i = (1; 2); j = 3) projected
plane is chosen, this introduces an approximation of
at most15% error for a field of view of60o. Let us
denote the vectors by:u0 = �cos�sin�� u = �cos�sin�� T = �t0�
Where(�; �) 2 (0; 2�) representing all possible cam-
era orientations. The depth� can be easily obtained:� = t sin�sin(���) , and our goal is to check the relationship
between its denominatorD = sin(� � �) and its re-
liability. Let us assume that Gaussian noiseN (0; �2)
is added to both� and�. This assumption transfers

θ

X

u
u’

α β
          T

Figure 1:2D Triangulation Illustration

the noise modelNu(0; �2u) on the image plane to the
rotation angle, which is reasonable since readers can
verify, for the60o angle of view,� varies only in the
range[0:75�u; �u]. The reliability of� can be repre-
sented by:1�� = sin2(� � �)t�qsin2 � cos2(� � �) + sin2 � (13)

We pick the constantst = 4; � = 0:01rad. Eq.(13)
intuitively tells us that1=�� strongly related toD2.
The objective of this reliability weight is to ’reject’
unreliable points by assigning to them smaller weight.
Observe that the maximum of its denominator is onlyp2t�. Therefore, for unreliable points, the cause of
their reliability quantity1=�� ! 0 must beD2 ! 0.

SinceD is a function of� = � � �, we pick 2
independent angles� and� to represent the triangles.
Fig2 shows in a form of a 3D mesh plot the relation
betweenD2 = sin2 �, � and1=�� for the triangles in
the range� 2 (0; �=2); � 2 (�; �).
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Figure 2:Mesh Surface. ( Left): General view of� andsin2 � vs.
their corresponding reliability quantity1=��. (Right): Side view
of sin2 � vs. 1=�� over all �. Approximate linearity is observed
betweensin2 � and1=��.

Observe that the main part of the mesh (D2 < 0:5)
in Fig2(left) is almost planar. In other words,D2
varies almost linearly as a function of1=�� for all
angles�. There is a small portion in the plot where1=�� blows up andD2 � 1. It corresponds to the
situation� � �; � � �=2 which is impossible in
practice and should be ignored. Fig2(right) shows a
side view of the mesh surface in the (D2,1=��) plane.
A roughly linear dependence betweenD2 and1=��
is most noticeable on this plot. The narrower band
and sharp end of the plot around0 indicates that the
more unreliable the triangulation is, the betterD2 rep-
resents1=�� up to an overall scale. It fits the criteria
of a weight function to ’reject’ correctly the unreliable



points. Therefore,D2 is a good approximation of the
reliability quantity1=�� up to an overall scale for the
triangulation. By computing the first order derivative
of 1=�� as a function ofsin2 � atsin2 � = 0, we derive
a closed form expression for the proportionality factor
between the two quantities:D2 � p2t�j sin�j 1�� . In
the caset = 4; � = 0:01, the maximum slope shown
in Fig2(right) is about0:05.

In general, we can assume the motions are smooth
so that��a � ��b ; D�a � D�b . Then we have!opt � 1=(p2��a ) and!tri � D2�a . Therefore,!tri
is roughly linear to!opt. Consequently,!tri is a good
substitute to the optimal weight for depth matching
constraint.

5 Scale Propagation Scheme
To show the different performances of depth match-

ing constraint under different weighting conditions in
the next experiment section, we only leave the rela-
tive scales = kT 00kkT 0k as the unknown motion param-
eter which makes it easier for comparison and also
demonstrates the problem well enough. The other mo-
tion parameters, i.e., motions between each two views
with unit length translation are given by the standard
2view motion estimation scheme. Denote the depth of
points in view1 frame triangulated between two pairs
of views with the unit length motions by�au; �bu, and
their variances by�2�au ; �2�bu . The depth matching
constraint Eq.(8) is modified as:�au � s�bu = 0 (14)

The relative scales is invariant to all the pointsP while the depth�au; �bu are functions of pointsP. The least squares solution ofs which minimizesPP(�au � s�bu)2 is:s� = PP �bu�auPP �2bu (15)

However, this is an asymmetric solution because
we can also write Eq.(14) as a function of1=s: 1s�au��bu = 0. Then we obtain the least squares solution of1=s which minimizes

PP(�au=s� �bu)2:1s� = PP �au�buPP �2au (16)

Both Eq.(15) and Eq.(16) give reasonable estima-
tions though they minimize different cost functions. A
practical solution is obtained by

pEq:(15)=Eq:(16):s� =sPP �2auPP �2bu (17)

Trilinear constraints are also linear functions of the
scales: E1ijlm = N�auD�bu�sN�buD�au = 0. And
the similar solution ofs using trilinear constraints is:s�tri =sPPPijlm(N�auD�bu)2PPPijlm(N�buD�au)2 (18)

The solution fors using the optimal weighted cost
function according to Eq.(12) is:s� = argmins XP Xijlm0@ �au � s�buq�2�au + s2�2�bu1A2

� argmins XP Xijlm0@ �au � s�buq�2�au + �2au�2bu �2�bu1A2
= PPPijlm �2bu�2bu�2�au+�2au�2�bu �bu�auPPPijlm �2bu�2bu�2�au+�2au�2�bu �bu�bu (19)

During the derivation, the scales appearing in
the weight function is approximated by the indi-
vidual scale�au=�bu, which gives exactly individ-
ual weight function and generates a linear estimator.
The same solution can also be reached by another
method: weight the individual scale by the inverse

of its variance,

PPPijlm(s(P;ijlm)=�2s(P;ijlm))PPPijlm�1=�2s(P;ijlm)� . Inter-

ested readers can easily verify it.
The solution for1=s using the optimum weighted

constraint can be similarly derived. Unlike the Eq.(15)
and Eq.(16), to find thes�opt, there are no common
terms that can cancel each other, because two weights!opt;s; !opt;1=s are different:!opt;s = s �2bu�2bu�2�au + �2au�2�bu!opt;1=s = s �2au�2bu�2�au + �2au�2�bu (20)

The optimal solutions�opt is much more compli-
cated thans� in Eq.(17) ands�tri in Eq.(18).s�opt = (21)vuut(PPPijlm !2opt;s�bu�au)(PPPijlm !2opt;1=s�au�au)(PPPijlm !2opt;s�bu�bu)(PPPijlm !2opt;1=s�bu�au)

6 Experiments
6.1 Simulated Translation

This experiment is designed to demonstrate the ba-
sic results in Section 4. A total of 500 features are
uniformly distributed inside a60� 60� 60 cm3 cubic
which is put right in front of the first view70 cm away
from the camera center. Therefore, the point coordi-
nates in the camera frame of view1 are in the range ofX 2 [�30; 30]; Y 2 [�30; 30]; Z 2 [40; 100] which
corresponds to73:7o viewing angle. The focal length
is assumed to be1 for feature normalization. The cam-
era translates in theX�Z plane to its view2 and view3
positions respectively withT 0 = �1:5 0 1:5�T andT 00 = ��3 0 �3�T . The projection matrix are
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Figure 3:Characteristic of Weight Functions of Simulated Trans-
lation Experiment.M 0 = �I T 0� ;M 00 = �I T 00�. We make thekT 00k
twice larger thankT 0k here so that the triangulation
from (view1,view3) is much more reliable than that
from (view1,view2). Points are projected onto the 3
image planes and Gaussian noiseN (0; 0:002) is added
to feature measurements.

Fig3(a) and (b) show the relationshipD2� vs. 1=��
of all the pointsP when theX � Z is chosen as the
projection plane for both triangulation. Each plot is
closely linear which confirms thatD2� does represent
well the triangulation reliability. Notice from the axis
of the plots, the two triangulation have different levels
of reliability and also different approximated slopes
due to their different baselines. This case is more com-
plicated than the smooth motion that we assumed in
the last paragraph of Section4 to infer the relationship
of !tri and!opt. However, Fig3(c) shows that!tri
still varies linearly as a function of the optimal weight!opt. In this experiment, theX � Z plane is the best
for projection (Fig3(a),(b)). If we project the triangles
in space onto theY � Z plane, the triangles will be
deformed, especially for the points whoseY compo-
nents are close to zero. Therefore the reliability of the
depth estimation from such triangles will decrease dra-
matically. Fig3(d) illustrates that effect. Projecting the
triangles in (view1,view3) onto theY � Z plane, reli-
ability shown in Fig3(d) is four times smaller than that
on Fig3(b) which chooses theX � Z plane to project
the same triangles. The dominant plane varies from
case to case between theX � Z andY � Z, but in
general will not be theX � Y plane.

6.2 Real Corridor Navigation
When the camera is moving forward in an envi-

ronment, the epipoles of any two frames are close to
the image centers. Therefore, the triangulation is ill-
conditioned for the feature points that appear close to
the image center. Therefore, it is necessary in that
case to appropriately reject those points by assigning
to them a scalar weight close to zero. We test the strat-

egy on the real sequence taken with a calibrated CCD
video camera mounted on a cart moving forward along
a building corridor (see Fig6 left). In this 400 frames
long experiment, we choose a baseline of 4 frames for
motion estimation. The sequence is difficult in the
sense that the features in the far end of the corridor
appear almost around the image center and their depth
triangulation are not reliable at all.
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Figure 4:Relative Scales over Frames for Navigation Sequence
(Left): s recovered by direct depth matching. (Center):s recovered
by depth matching with optimal weight. (Right):s recovered from
trilinear constraints.

The motion parameters with unit length of trans-
lation between each two consecutive frames are esti-
mated using the recursive Newton-Raphson method.
Given those parameters, the relative scale betweenT (t � 1; t) andT (t; t + 1) for all t 2 (1; 100) is re-
covered by three different schemes stated in Section5:
direct depth matching Eq.(17), optimal weighted depth
matching Eq.(21), and trilinear constraints Eq.(18). A
few implementation details: the depth� and its vari-
ance�2� appearing in Eq.(17) and Eq.(21) are calcu-
lated using all 3 triangulation equations. Therefore
there is no summation

Pijlm necessary in Eq.(21).
For the trilinear constraints, only 4 equations with
combinations ofi = (1; 2); l = (1; 2); j = m = 3
are used. Fig4 shows the recovered scales over time.
Although we do not have ground truth fors, it should
be around1 since the cart was moving very smoothly.
The first method does not give acceptable result be-
cause the estimateds oscillates dramatically between0:5 and3. However scale estimation becomes much
more stable in the final phase, the reason is that the
camera is approaching to the end of the hallway and
features located there are projected far away from the
image center now. A big improvement is achieved by
the second method which uses!opt as the weight of
the depth matching. The result shown on the third plot
demonstrates that the trilinear scheme is very compet-
itive to the optimal solution.

Let us pick three frames within the whole sequence
(frames 16,17 and 18 in this example) and draw some
relationship in detail. ChoosingX � Z as projection
plane for both triangulation(i = l = 1; j = m = 3),
Fig5(a) shows thatD2� is almost proportional to the
optimal reliability measurement1=��, Fig5(b) shows
the trilinear weight!tri is also roughly linear to the
optimal weight!opt;s. The property that both of them
assign very small weight to the unreliable triangula-
tion is a crucial point that makes the scale recovery
schemes successful. The other two projection planes
are less informative since they are less important and
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Figure 5: Characteristic of the Trilinear Weight Functions of 3
views in Navigation Sequence.

Figure 6: Sample Images. ( Left): Image in the real corridor
sequence. (Right): Image in the rock sequence. Black dots indicate
the features tracked on the image.

less reliable than theX � Z projection in this ex-
ample. Fig5(c) and (d) show how the weight relates
to the depth and individual scale. The depth�a; �b
here are calculated using all 3 triangulation equations,
therefore no(ijlm) option necessary. According to
Fig5(c), as�a increases,D2�a decreases. That pro-
vides a supporting argument to our analysis since a
larger�a means that the point is closer to the image
center, and therefore unreliable for triangulation. That
justifies the small value forD2�a . Fig5(d) indicates
that larger weights are assigned to features with indi-
vidual scales�a=�b close to the believed true scale1,
which makes the estimation of scales using weighted
schemes reliable.

6.3 Rotating Rock Experiment
Another experiment is done for a rotating sequence.

A textured rock is placed on a turn table. Between two
consecutive images, the rotating stage is turned by 2
degrees. A total of 225 frames are acquired.

For this sequence, the relative scales is recovered
reliably with or without weighting factor. Three plots
in Fig7 are almost identical. The scales varies in
the range1 � 0:04, which is quite acceptable. The
reason for the similarity can be found in Fig8(a) and
(b). As we expected, linear relationship is observed
betweenD2�a and1=��a for single 2D triangulation,
and between!tri and!opt;s for depth matching. Dif-
ferent from the previous navigation experiment which
has most features weighted close to0, the ranges
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Figure 8: Characteristic of the Weight Functions of 3 Sample
Views in Rotating Rock Sequence

of the weight functions in this experiment shown in
Fig8 are very small,!tri 2 [1:4; 2:1] � 10�3 and!opt;s 2 [0:35; 0:5]. This indicates that all the features
are almost equally reliable. Therefore, three different
scale recovery schemes return almost identical results.
Fig8(c) shows the reliability of the triangulation if theY � Z is chosen as the projection plane. The order
of D2 goes to10�7, which is neglectable compared to
the values ofD2; (i = 1; j = 3) in Fig8(a) (order of10�3). If we pick one triangulation in theX�Z plane
and another one in theY �Z (i=1,l=2,j=m=3) to form
the depth matching (which is one of the 9 trilinear con-
straints), the corresponding weight functions!opt and!tri are shown in Fig8(d) to be100 times smaller than
that in Fig8(b). Therefore, among the 9 trilinear con-
straints, only a few dominate the estimation.

7 Extension to Uncalibrated Case
For an uncalibrated sequence, let us simply assume

the unknown calibration matrixK 0 = K 00 to be:K 0 = 24f 0 c10 f c20 0 135
The projection equation in view2 becomes�0u0new = M 0newx, where u0new = K 0u0 andM 0new = K 0M 0. Keeping the projection equation

of view1 �u = [I; 0]x, we get the same triangula-
tion equation as Eq.(6) except thata;v0 andu0 are



substituted byK 0a;K 0v0 andu0new respectively. By
choosing different combination(i; j) of 2 equations
to estimate the depth, the denominator associated to
the uncalibrated case is related to that of the calibrated
case as follows:D�a;new =fD�a i = (1; 2); j = 3 (22)D�a;new =f2D�a + f(c2u01a3kuk + c1a2kuk � c2a1kuk� c1u02a3kuk) (i; j) = (1; 2) (23)

The derivations are straightforward and omitted in
this paper. Eq.(22) and Eq.(23) give the hint as for why
using trilinear constraints in the uncalibrated case it is
better to pre-normalize the feature measurements ap-
proximately (see [5], [6]). If we assumec1 = c2 = 0,
the principal point is assured to be at the center of the
image, thenD�a;new = f2D�a for (i; j) = (1; 2),
which is weightedf times larger than the other two
triangulation combinations. The scalarf is usually
around500 � 2000 pixels. When we form the trilin-
ear constraint, the depth matching weight is!tri =D�aD�b . The weight!tri of the constraint with(i =l = 1; j = m = 2) will be f4 times larger than that
coming from the calibrated case while the weight of
the constraint with(i = l = 1; j = m = 3) will
only bef2 times larger than that of its corresponding
calibrated case . Such unbalanced weight may affect
the whole estimation using trilinear constraints. The
influence ofc1; c2 is not as significant asf , however
the closer they are to zero, the better the results will
be. This is also a reason why usually only 4 trilineari-
ties i = (1; 2); l = (1; 2); j = m = 3 out of the total
9 constraints are used for 3 views motion estimation
with uncalibrated scenes [10].

8 Conclusion
This paper gives a new geometrical interpretation

of the algebraic trilinear constraints. It is shown that
minimizing the trilinear algebraic equations in a least
squares sense is equivalent to minimizing an error in
Euclidean space with appropriate weighting applied
on every point. This fundamental result provides a
explanation as for why, in practice, there is no need
of adding extra weighting coefficients to each scalar
constraints in order to achieve satisfactory motion es-
timates. In other words, the sum of the squares of ev-
ery algebraic equation is a very valid cost function to
minimize for estimating motion parameters. All the
theoretical statements are supported by experimental
results. One additional contribution of this paper is a
robust scheme to propagate scale information which is
significantly insensitive to noise in the measurement
data. Although most of the derivations are done as-
suming calibrated camera, natural extensions of the re-
sults to the uncalibrated case are also provided.
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